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download.A second gun rights rally is scheduled for this week at the state Capitol, and a violent reaction to it seems likely. Right

now, all eyes are on the pro-gun rally at the Capitol today, but it’s now the second scheduled rally, and a larger group is
apparently planning a follow-up next Tuesday. In an email sent out by the organizers of the rally, it’s noted the rally will take

place tomorrow on the west steps at 12:30 p.m. and that the meeting point is the Capitol rotunda, not the Capitol lawn. Though
the organization is calling it a “rally,” that’s a misleading moniker: today’s rally looks to be much bigger than the typical event.

The group had previously stated that it had about 300 members, though the bill organizers say the crowd is closer to 400. Today,
aside from the Capitol, the event will also take place at the state fairgrounds, with bus transportation and other support provided.

The lawsuit names the State of Texas as well as several state officials, including the attorney general, the governor, and state
Sen. Charles Schwertner and Rep. Allen Fletcher, the leaders of the Legislature. But other groups have also been attempting to
counter this bill, which was passed last week by the Senate in a 19-17 vote and which passed the House in a 76-56 vote. Groups

like Moms Demand Action for Gun Sense in America and the Texas affiliate of the Brady Campaign have begun efforts to
defund the law and have raised money to help families of mass shooting victims. In their email, the group pushing the new rally

says they need to have another show of force at the Capitol in order to make sure lawmakers understand that the feelings of
people who support their position are genuine. In a message on a gun rights Facebook page, the “No Ban the Next Waveland”

organization plans to stay overnight at the Capitol, and has been in touch with the Legislature’s sergeant-at-arms to ask for
permission to spend the night there. “We will be going to bed early and will be ready for action at 4 a.m.,” the group writes
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